KENO GAME CONDITIONS AND
PRIZE STRUCTURE STATEMENT
1.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
KENO is governed by the Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming of Western Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) WHICH
INCLUDE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM WCLC UPON REQUEST.
2.

ISSUANCE OF TICKETS
To participate, a person must present a completed KENO selection slip, selecting either the NUMBERS the player wishes to play or Quick Pick
(where all selections are computer generated) and the number of DRAWS that the player wishes to participate in and pay the authorized retailer a $1, $2, $5, or
$10 wager for each complete selection of NUMBERS per DRAW. If no wager is selected, the wager will be $1. From 1 to 10 NUMBERS may be played for each
DRAW. A ticket will be issued showing the date the ticket was issued, the selection, the amount wagered for each selection, the number of DRAWS selected,
a control number and other relevant information. From 1 to 99 consecutive DRAWS can be played per selection slip by marking the appropriate number(s) in
the DRAWS column and paying the appropriate amount. If the player does not select the number of DRAWS that the player wishes to participate in, the wager
and the NUMBERS selected will be eligible for one DRAW.
3.

CANCELLATION OF TICKETS
Tickets may be cancelled by submitting them, for cancellation, to the same retailer from which they were purchased on the day that they were
purchased and prior to the commencement of the second DRAW for which the ticket is eligible. If the ticket is cancelled prior to the commencement of the first
DRAW for which the ticket is eligible, the player shall be entitled to a full refund of the amount wagered. If the ticket is cancelled after the commencement of
the first DRAW, the ticket shall be cancelled and a substitute or replacement ticket shall be issued for the first DRAW only, and the player shall be entitled to a
refund of the amount wagered on any DRAWS remaining on the cancelled ticket after the first DRAW.
4.

DRAW
WCLC will conduct DRAWS from time to time at which it will cause 20 NUMBERS to be selected at random from among all NUMBERS from 1 to
80 for each DRAW. The number and frequency of DRAWS to be conducted will be determined from time to time by WCLC.
5.

WINNING SELECTIONS
Winning Selections as a result of any DRAW are determined as follows:

		

WINNING SELECTIONS CONSIST OF

		
10 Pick (10 Numbers Selected)
a match of 5 or more or none of the 20 numbers drawn
		
9 Pick (9 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 4 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
8 Pick (8 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 4 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
7 Pick (7 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 3 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
6 Pick (6 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 3 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
5 Pick (5 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 3 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
4 Pick (4 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 2 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
3 Pick (3 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 2 or more of the 20 numbers drawn
		
2 Pick (2 Numbers Selected)		
a match of 2 of the 20 numbers drawn
		
1 Pick (1 Number Selected)		
a match of 1 of the 20 numbers drawn
		
6.
WINNING TICKETS
Any valid ticket for any DRAW bearing any Winning Selection for such DRAW is a Winning Ticket and entitles its holder(s) to claim a prize, which
prize shall, subject to section 8 hereof, be calculated in accordance with section 9 hereof. Only one prize per Selection may be claimed.
7.

ADVANCE PLAY
If a ticket becomes a Winning Ticket and is eligible for additional DRAWS following the DRAW for which it is produced to claim a prize, the prize will
be paid and a substitute or replacement ticket will be issued for the remaining outstanding DRAWS for which it is eligible and the ticket originally produced
will, upon issuance of such substitute or replacement ticket, become void.
8.

PRIZE LIMITATION
The maximum prize that may be won on any one ticket for any DRAW is $100,000, regardless of the amount wagered. If two or more tickets contain
10 selected NUMBERS which match 10 of the numbers drawn in any one DRAW, then, the aggregate amount won by the holders of such tickets shall be
$200,000, which shall be shared by such holders based on the amount wagered on each ticket, provided that no ticket is eligible to win more than $100,000.
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9.

PRIZES
Prizes are determined as follows:
10 PICK
		
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		
10 Correct
9
8
7
6
5
0

$100,000 (1)		
9 Correct
$5,000			8
$500			
7
$50			6
$10			5
$3			4
$3

7 PICK			
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		
7 Correct
6
5
4
3

9 PICK 		
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		

4 PICK			
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		

$25,000			
8 Correct
$2,500			7
$200			
6
$25			5
$ 4			4
$1

6 PICK			
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		

$5,000			6 Correct
$100			5
$15			4
$2
		
3
$1

10.

$10,000
$400
$50
$10
$2

5 PICK
Winning Prize for Each
Selection Dollar Wagered

$1,500			5 Correct $400
$50			4
$15
$5			3
$2
$1

3 PICK			
Winning Prize for Each		
Selection Dollar Wagered		

4 Correct $50			
3 Correct $20			
3
$5			2
$2
2
$1
(1)

8 PICK
Winning Prize for Each
Selection Dollar Wagered

2 PICK		
Winning Prize for Each
Selection Dollar Wagered

1 PICK
Winning
Prize for Each
Selection
Dollar Wagered

2 Correct $10		

1 Correct

$2

If two or more tickets contain 10 selected NUMBERS which match 10 of the numbers drawn in any one DRAW, then, the aggregate amount won by the holders
of such tickets shall be $200,000, which shall be shared by such holders based on the amount wagered on each ticket, provided that no ticket is eligible to
win more than $100,000.

PRIZE CLAIMS
Prizes must be claimed in the manner stated on the back of the ticket within one (1) year following the date the ticket was sold as shown on the front
of the ticket.

						

APPROVED this _______ day of __________________________, 2016.

												
						David N. Loeb, President
						Western Canada Lottery Corporation

6500-58-1
Unit 3

